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Q1. Some scientists have predicted that a global nuclear war on earth would be 

followed by a severe nuclear winter with devastating effect on life on earth 

(a) Explain the cause of the above prediction. 

(b) Suggest two human values which need to be inculcated in order to prevent 

such a war. 

Ans. (a) The large scale nuclear explosions will throw an extremely large amount 

of dust in the sky preventing the solar radiation to reach earth. As a result, a long 

and severe nuclear winter will set in making life difficult on earth. The explosion 

will also release large quantity of nuclear waste increasing the level of radio 

activity to dangerously high levels. 

(b) (i) International brotherhood. 

(ii) Respect for sovereignty of other countries. 

Q2 Mr. Ram travelling in a car during a heavy thunderstorm spots a man 

standing under a tree. He asks the man to come inside the car to save him from 

a probable natural calamity. 

(a) Why did Mr. Ram consider the man to be in danger? 

(b) Why Mr. Ram thought that he and the man could escape the natural 

calamity inside the car? 

(c) List two qualities exhibited by Mr. Ram. 

Ans. (a) The man could be electrocuted due to lightning. 

(b) Inside the car, a hollow conductor, electric field is zero. 

(c) (i) Scientific temperament 

(ii) Helpful nature 

(iii) Value for life 
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Q 3 In recent past, an experiment was conducted at CERN in Switzerland called 

LHC( Large Hydron Collider) experiment to study the Big Bang origin of the 

universe. A large number of countries including India participated in the same. 

The TV news channels in India created a euphoria about the experiment with 

totally baseless and unscientific approach towards what was a spectacular 

experiment. The event should have been utilised by the mass media to arouse 

curiosity in the people in general and students in particular as also to develop a 

scientific attitude. 

(a) Do you agree with the way the event was handled by the media? 

(b) What negative values does the approach of the media reflect in the above 

case? 

(c) The experiment used charged particles accelerated to very high velocities 

using both electric and magnetic fields. Name particle accelerators. State 

principle of the same. 

Ans. (a) No. The event should have been broadcast as a great and important 

scientific event. 

(b) (i) Unscientific approach. 

(ii) Promoted superstitions by giving greater importance to astrologers than the 

scientists. 

(iii) Failure to arouse scientific curiosity and temperament in the minds of young 

students. 

(c) Cyclotron (Particle accelerator) 

Principle: A charged particle can be accelerated to very high velocities by using an 

oscillating electric field and making it follow a circular path by means of a 

transverse magnetic field. 
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Q.4 Albert Einstein, the great physicist is known for his pioneering work in the 

field of special theory of relativity, mass-energy equivalence and explanation of 

photoelectric effect phenomenon. 

Based on mass-energy equivalence equation E = mc2 given by Einstein, atom 

bombs were designed and used in Japan causing large scale destruction. 

Einstein was shocked and thereafter started working actively with United 

Nations Organisation. 

(a) In your opinion, what applications did Einstein want for scientific concepts 

evolved/formulated? 

(b) What human values are reflected about Einstein’s contribution to UNO? 

(c) State Einstein’s equation of photoelectric effect. 

(d) Use the equation to describe the change in KE of photoelectrons with 

increase in frequency of incident radiations. 

Ans. (a) Advocated peaceful applications for welfare of man. 

(b) Concern for others; Love for peaceful coexistence. 

(c) KE (K) = hν – W 

(d) As frequency increases; the maximum kinetic energy of photoelectrons 

emitted also increases. 

Q. 5 Subhashish, a grade 12 student visits his uncle Sachin’s place. His uncle has 

just received his electricity bill from the electric supply company and is 

complaining about the huge charges he will have to pay. Subhashish quietly 

inspects the electrical appliances and observes that his uncle is using tungsten 

filament lamps for lighting. He talks to his uncle about the bill and suggests 

immediate replacement of five 100 W electric lamps in the house by 40 W 

fluorescent tubes; three 60 W lamp by 15 W CFLs and 20 W night lamp by a 2 to 

4 watt diode lamp. He also explains the effect of use of high power devices on 

the environment and the simple means by which the energy can be saved in the 

kitchen as well. His uncle agrees to try out the changes and is happy to see a 
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marked reduction in energy charges in the subsequent bill. His uncle to talks in 

their to his friends also about the need for such changes homes. 

The 100 W lamps are used in the house for an average 6 hours daily; 60 W lamps 

for 8 hours each day and the night lamp for 10 hours a day. The electricity 

charges with taxes are about Rs 5 per kWhr. 

(i) Calculate the cost of lighting for Sachin’s household for a month. 

(ii)  What would be the cost if the lamps are replaced as suggested by 

Subhashish? 

(iii)  In your opinion, what are the two qualities does Subshashih  possess?  

Q. 6One day Chetan’s mother developed a severe stomach ache all of a 

sudden. She was rushed to the doctor who suggested for an immediate 

endoscopy test and gave an estimate of expenditure for the same. 

Chetan immediately contacted his class teacher and shared 

the information with her. The class teacher arranged for the money 

and rushed to the hospital. On realising that Chetan belonged to a 

below average income group family, even the doctor offered 

concession for the test fee. The test was conducted successfully. 
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Answer the following questions based on the above information: 

(a) Which principle in optics is made use of in endoscopy? 

(b) Briefly explain the values reflected in the action taken by the 

teacher. 

(c) In what way do you appreciate the response of the doctor in the 

given situation? 

 

Ans. (a) Total Internal Reflection principle is the basis of working of 

optical fibres used in 

endoscopy. 

(b) (i) Prompt action: She took no time in approaching Chetan who was 

in hospital with 

her mother. 

(ii) Generosity: She arranged money for the hospital expenses of 

Chetan’s mother. 

(iii) Concern for others: She has shown exemplary behaviour by being 

concerned about 

the urgency of treatment of mother of her student. 

(c) The doctor is a Philanthropist because he wants to enhance the 

welfare of humanity 

by offering concession out of his own earnings. 

 

 

 

Q. 7 Sunaina has recently joined as a teacher in a village school. She 

observed that some of the students in her class have difficulty in 

reading the blackboard. She talked to the students and advised their 

parents to get their eye sight checked and use the spectacles to avoid 

further damage to their vision. The parents were apprehensive of the 

cost factor involved. 

Sunaina approached the civil hospital authorities and got a free eye 

check up camp organized in the school for the students and the 
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community. The lens numbers prescribed were positive in some cases 

and negative in others. 

She also approached a philanthropist organisation to get free 

spectacles distributed to the needy. A lecture about proper care of the 

eye sight was also organised for the benefit of the students and the 

community. 

(a) In your opinion what are two human qualities displayed by Sunaina 

in the above incident? 

(b) What is the name of the defect people are suffering from if 

prescribed negative power of the lenses? 

(c) What is the nature of the lens used by those in (b)? 

(d) Name the defect people suffer from; if prescribed positive power of 

the lens. What is the nature of the lens? 

 Q. 8 Rahul and Rajat were performing an experiment to compare the 

emf’s  of two cells using a potentiometer. After completing the circuit 

they got the deflection in the galvanometer in the same direction. In 

order to hurriedly complete the experiment, Rahul suggested that 

theywill copy and use the observations of the students of other group. 

Rajat however did not agree. He approached the teacher for help. The 

teacher told them two possible causes of the same sided deflection. 

Rajat and Rahul rectified the circuit and completed the experiment. 

(i) List the two causes for same sided deflection. 

(ii) What are the values which Rajat possesses as a student? 

 

Q. 9 Prof D. Chandra while conducting an interview to select a suitable 

candidate for grant of fellowship in Physics interviewed a number of 

candidates. Two of the candidates were given the following questions 

to solve: 

(a) State Joule’s law of heating in electricity. 

(b) A household circuit has a fuse of 5A rating. What maximum number 

of bulbs of 60 W–200 V each can be connected in this circuit? 

A candidate with strong recommendation could not answer the above 

questions (a) and (b) correctly and was eventually rejected. 
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1. Write correct answers to the above questions in your own words. 

2. What two qualities have been exhibited by Prof Chandra in the 

above example in rejecting the recommended condidate?  

 

Q.10 In order to tap the natural water resources in an area and to 

provide electric supply to a remote village in a hilly area, a power plant 

was proposed to be erected. The villagers protested against it thinking 

that the water from the source will become useless after production of 

electricity.  

A meeting of the gram panchayat was called to discuss the issue. 

Hemant, a teacher in the village talked to the members of the 

panchayat and explained to them the advantage of the power supply 

which the village will get. He also explained to them that the water will 

still remain as good for agriculture after power production as 

otherwise. He also apprised them of the possible improvement in the 

quality of life in the village. The villagers agreed. 

(a) List two qualities shown by Hemant. 

(b) What is the principle on which the generator produces electricity? 

(c) If 5000 kg water falls per sec from 40 m height, calculate the power 

likely to be available assuming 70% efficiency. 

 

 


